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ABSTRACT Deep-learning architectures were developed for the self-piercing riveting (SPR) process to
predict the cross-sectional shape from the scalar input of the punch force. Traditionally, the SPR process is
studied using a physic-based approach, including finite element modeling, but in this study, a data-driven
approach consisting of two supervised deep-learningmodels was proposed. The first model was used for data
transformation from an optical microscopic image to a material segmentation map, which characterizes the
shape and location of the two sheets and the rivet by applying a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based
deep-learning structure. To validate the developed models, two types of sheet combinations were tested,
namely, carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) and galvanized dual-phase steel (GA590DP) sheets, and
steel alloy (SPFC590DP) and aluminum alloy (Al5052-H32) sheets. The transformation was performed with
a mean intersection-over-union of 98.50% and a mean pixel accuracy of 99.78%. The next model, which was
a novel generative model based on a CNN and conditional generative adversarial network with residual
blocks, was then trained to predict the cross-sectional shape from the input punch force. The predicted
cross-sectional shapes were compared with the experimental results of SPR. The overall accuracy was
94.20% for CFRP-GA590DP and 96.31% for SPFC590DP-Al5052, with respect to three key geometrical
indexes, namely, rivet head height, interlock length, and bottom thickness.

INDEX TERMS Cross-sectional shape prediction, deep learning, segmentation prediction,
scalar-to-segmentation generator, self-piercing riveting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Self-piercing riveting (SPR) is one of the most promising
techniques for joining sheet materials. It is drawing increas-
ing attention, especially in the automotive industry. This is
because it can join sheets of similar or dissimilar materials
with combinations such as steel–steel, steel–aluminum, and
even composite–metal, which are otherwise difficult to join
with conventional mechanical machining [1], [2]. A rivet
pressed using a punch directly penetrates the top sheet, and
the rivet legs at the bottom sheet are flared to fit the die and
form a mechanical interlock. Using this technique, two or
more sheets can be easily joined in a single step, without
requiring a preprocessed hole or thermal deformation.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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To successfully perform SPR, the process must be
simulated before actually performing it because the
cross-sectional shape after riveting determines the quality
of the joint [3]. Porcaro et al. [4] simulated the SPR of
two aluminum alloy plates based on a two-dimensional
axisymmetric model using the finite element method (FEM),
and the simulation results for the deformed cross-sectional
shape were compared with the experimental data. In addi-
tion to the geometrical modeling of the joining process,
Casalino et al. [5] modeled a physical failure mechanism
of the joint in the SPR process for an aluminum alloy by
solving the governing equations using FEM and experimen-
tally validating their prediction results. Applying the failure
investigation results from [5], Atzeni et al. [6] performed
SPR of aluminum sheets experimentally and numerically
using the FEM, and the deformed shapes were compared.
Huang et al. [7] conducted FEM-based numerical simulation
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of SPR of aluminum alloy and steel sheets with various frac-
ture criteria, and experimentally verified the model in terms
of the deformed shape, force–displacement curve, and resid-
ual stress profile. Building on the previous FEM simulations,
Carandente et al. [8] proposed an improved thermomechani-
cal FEMmodel for various SPR processes, including thermal
softening and strain hardening, and conducted experiments
on SPR of aluminum sheets to verify themodel. The predicted
cross-sectional shape was compared with the experimental
results. Ma et al. [9] numerically investigated the friction
SPR of aluminum and magnesium using a three-dimensional
thermomechanical-coupled FEM code, and the predicted
deformed shape was compared with the experimental result.
Hönsch et al. [10] performed FEM simulations for SPR
of aluminum alloys, and three joint shapes were predicted
and compared with the experimental results. Without FEM
simulations, Haque et al. [11] proposed a rivet flaring model
for predicting the amount of rivet displacement from the
force–displacement curves and geometries of the sheets, die,
and rivet. Di Franco et al. [1] performed experiments and
FEM simulations for SPR between carbon-fiber-reinforced
plastic (CFRP) and aluminum alloy sheets, and the deformed
shape was predicted. Moreover, Kroll et al. [12] experimen-
tally performed the SPR of CFRP and aluminum alloy sheets
by focusing on the fiber orientations and simulated the joint
formation using FEM. Hirsch et al. [13] simulated the SPR
of fiber-reinforced polymers and metal sheets using the FEM.
The simulation was based on a damage model to consider the
deformation and failure behavior of the composites. Most of
the abovementioned studies are based on FEM simulations.
They give insights into the process but typically require
careful selection of the mesh size and time step and need long
computation times.

In this study, a novel deep-learning framework was devel-
oped to predict the cross-sectional shape of the SPR joint
from the scalar input punch force. Using the proposed deep-
learning architecture, we could obtain cross-sectional shapes,
including the location and deformed shapes of the rivet and
sheets, which influence the quality of SPR joints. The general
advantages of using a deep-learning-based predictive model
are as follows. a) As the training is based on experimental data
without any assumptions (data-driven), prediction results are
close to the real ones. b) Even for very complex problems,
effective predictions can be made as long as sufficient exper-
imental data are available. c) Compared to conventional FEM
simulations, the prediction time is extremely short (within a
few seconds) once the training ends. Furthermore, problems
associated with meshing and time steps are eliminated.

In this study, the concept of material segmentation
was first developed, which classifies the cross-section by
material for characterizing the joint shape. To autom-
atize this process using cross-sectional optical micro-
scopic (OM) images, we trained a convolutional neural
network (CNN) [14]-based encoder-decoder [15] struc-
tured deep-learning model (DeepLabv3+; [16]). The
next deep-learning model was designed to predict the

cross-sectional shape (material segmentation map) from an
input punch force (a scalar value). This is a novel generative
model based on the CNN, called the conditional generative
adversarial network (cGAN) [17], [18]; it comprised residual
blocks [19], [20], where predictive segmentation images
were generated from a scalar value (namely, a scalar-to-seg
generator). The second deep-learning architecture was the
major predictive model, and the first segmentation model
was employed to automatically supply the training data to
the second model.

For data preparation, SPR experiments were conducted
using two types of sheet combinations, which were CFRP
and galvanized dual-phase steel (GA590DP) sheets, and steel
alloy (SPFC590DP) and aluminum alloy (Al5052) sheets,
by varying the punch forcewhile fixing other process parame-
ters. Using the observed cross-sectional OM images, artificial
intelligence (AI) models were trained and validated. The
segmentation model, which was trained with the SPR OM
image data, segmented the OM images in the test set with
a 98.50% mean intersection-over-union (mIOU) and 99.78%
mean pixel accuracy (mPA). Furthermore, our segmentation
model can segment the SPR OM images regardless of the
material combination types (i.e. one trained model can seg-
ment both CFRP-GA590DP and SPFC590DP-Al5052 com-
binations, with the given accuracies). For the cross-section
prediction model, which was trained with the material seg-
mentation map, the prediction quality was assessed based on
the foremost geometric parameters that determine the joint
quality, which were the rivet head height (95.66%, 92.76%),
interlock length (90.78%, 97.55%), and bottom thickness
(96.16%, 98.60%) (the former: CFRP-GA590DP, the latter:
SPFC590DP-Al5052). Mean accuracies were 94.20% and
96.31%, respectively, for the two material combinations.

In summary, the key contributions of this study are as
follows.

- We developed a novel deep-learning framework for pre-
dicting cross-sectional shapes in SPR processes.

- We introduced the concept of material segmentation to
characterize the cross-sectional shapes of rivet and sheets.
Correspondingly, a state-of-the-art deep-learning model for
image segmentation was introduced along with appropriate
hyperparameters.

- We designed a novel scalar-to-segmentation generator
by modifying the conventional conditional GAN structure.
A simple case study was performed to validate the designed
generator.

II. SPR EXPERIMENT
In SPR, there are several process parameters that syntheti-
cally affect the joint quality, such as geometrical shapes and
dimensions of the rivets, sheets, and dies, material properties,
and process parameters such as the punch force and speed [3].
The parameters and the corresponding values used in this
study are given in Table. 1 and Fig. 1. Two different types
of material combinations were used in the SPR experiment.
These were a thermoset CFRP as the top sheet and GA590DP
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TABLE 1. SPR process parameters used in this study.

FIGURE 1. Geometrical dimensions of the rivet and die for
(a) CFRP-GA590DP and (b) SPFC590DP-Al5052. Laminate sequence of
cross-ply composites (0◦/90◦) and geometrical parameters of the SPR
joint are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.

steel as the bottom sheet, and SPFC590DP steel alloy as
the top sheet and Al5052-H32 alloy as the bottom sheet.
No adhesive or lubricant was used. The CFRP consisted
of five cross-ply laminates (0◦/90◦), as shown in Fig. 1(c).
The tensile strength, thickness, coating, and applied punch
forces are listed in Table 1 with the rivet and blank holder
properties, and the geometrical shapes and dimensions of
the rivet and die are shown in Fig. 1(a) (CFRP-GA590DP)
and Fig. 1(b) (SPFC590DP-Al5052). As presented in Fig. 1,
the die (supplied by BÖLLHOFF) has a basic flat-bottom
shape. SPR joints were fabricated using a hydraulic riveting
machine (Rivset Gen2, BÖLLHOFF) with a maximum set-
ting force of 78 kN. The punch speed was not varied (it was
approximately 0.13 m/s) as the riveting machine was of the
hydraulic type.

To assess the prediction quality, three geometrical indexes
of the SPR joint were measured, namely, the head height

FIGURE 2. Overview of the deep-learning models adopted in this study
for (a) material segmentation using OM images and (b) segmentation
map prediction using scalar punch forces.

(distance between the rivet head surface and the upper surface
of the top sheet), interlock width (distance between the tip
of the deformed rivet shank and the pierced point of the
top sheet), and bottom thickness (remaining thickness of the
bottom sheet after the riveting), as presented in Fig. 1(d).
All geometrical indexes were measured twice for every OM
image (left and right) and then averaged. For the CFRP-
GA590DP, the experiment was conducted with nine different
punch forces (29, 34, 39, 44, 49.8, 55, 60, 65, and 70 kN) and
repeated thrice for each punch force. For the SPFC590DP-
Al5052, seven punch forces (28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, and 46 kN)
were employed and the process was repeated twice for each
punch force.

III. DEEP-LEARNING MODELS
An overview of the employed deep-learning models is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of the segmentation deep-learning model used in this study. The structure is a
CNN-based encoder-decoder with atrous separable convolutions.

The concept of image segmentation in computer visionwas
adopted to characterize the cross-sectional shape of the self-
pierced specimen from the OM image. Particularly, the seg-
mentation was conducted material by material (rivet, upper
sheet, and lower sheet), as shown in Fig. 2(a). Therefore,
the process was named ‘‘material segmentation’’ in this study.
In the segmenting process, unnecessary information con-
tained in the OM image, such as surface details, the texture
of the materials, image contrast, and noise, was removed,
and only essential information such as geometry and location
of the materials was retained. The segmented maps were
then used as training data in the predictive model instead
of the OM images, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this study,
the predictive deep-learning model was the major model,
and the segmentation model was the ancillary model, which
facilitated data supply to the predictive model (considering
the need for further training in the future).

Google’s DeepLabv3+ [16] was employed for the seg-
mentation model, and for the predictive model, a generative
model based on the CNN and cGAN architectures with resid-
ual blocks was adopted with a modified objective function.
All the deep-learning source codes were implemented using
PythonTM and TensorFlowTM. The deep-learning segmen-
tation model is introduced in Section III-A, deep-learning
predictive model is introduced in Section III-B, and training
information is presented in Section III-C.

A. MATERIAL SEGMENTATION
To prepare the training data from the experimentally obtained
cross-sectional OM images, pixel-by-pixel material segmen-
tation was performed manually, including assigning different
labels (colors) to different materials. For instance, in the
material segmentation map shown in Fig. 2(a), the red, green,
blue, and black labels represent the rivet, upper sheet, lower
sheet, and background, respectively. The OM image and
its segmentation map were used as the input and ground
truth, respectively, in the deep-learning segmentation model
(DeepLabv3+). In Fig. 3, a schematic architecture of the

model is presented; the figure legend shows the six kinds of
operation blocks.

As seen in the figure, a CNN-based encoder-decoder struc-
ture was used, where the input SPR OM image was encoded
through modified aligned Xception and atrous spatial pyra-
mid pooling modules, and the encoded features were recon-
structed into the segmentation map through a U-Net style
decoder. In this model, in line with the purpose of image seg-
mentation, a separable convolution that effectively reduces
the amount of computation and an atrous convolution that
allows the weight filter to process a larger area with the
same amount of computation were applied throughout the
structure. In addition, Xception [21], which is a powerful
deep-learning architecture for image classification, was mod-
ified and applied in the encoding line, and the U-Net [22]
structure, which concatenates on the encoded features to the
decoding line, was utilized. The detailed explanation of the
model is not presented in this paper to ensure conciseness;
this information can be obtained from another DeepLabv3+
article [16].

B. CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE PREDICTION
For the deep-learning predictive model, a generative model
based on the CNN and cGAN architectures with residual
blocks was designed to predict thematerial segmentationmap
from a scalar punch force (namely, scalar-to-seg generator),
as shown in Fig. 4. As depicted, the model consisted of two
main components: 1) a generator (G) for creating the material
segmentationmap from the punch force (c; a scalar value) and
a latent variable (z; a vector); 2) a discriminator (D) for dis-
criminating the generated segmentation map (G(c, z)) from
the ground truth (x). The random latent variable z was intro-
duced to avoid deterministic mapping, considering that the
SPR experiment was repeated multiple times per punch force
(i.e., there were three and two OM images per punch force
for the CFRP-GA590DP and SPFC590DP-Al5052 combina-
tions, respectively). In the cGAN, the latent variable allowed
us to obtain slightly different results while maintaining the
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FIGURE 4. Architecture of the generative model (scalar-to-seg generator). It is based on the CNN and cGAN
structures with residual blocks. Presented segmentation map and spatial dimensions of the inner layers are
for the CFRP-GA590DP material combination.

main characteristics according to the given condition (c),
including major geometrical properties, such as the head
height, interlock length, and bottom thickness in SPR. The
values of z and c were input to the generator after a linear
layer, and the number of initial feature maps was set to
465 and 47, respectively. (z: (N, 100)→ reshape(linear(z)):
(N, 5, 7, 465); c: (N, 1)→ reshape(linear(c)): (N, 5, 7, 47);
input to the generator z|c: (N, 5, 7, 512) (concatenated); N:
batch size) The ratio of initial feature maps was approxi-
mately 10:1 (465:47) for z and c, which was considered the
optimum ratio for our dataset (identified from trial and error).

In Fig. 4, four kinds of convolutional blocks are presented
and the numbers below each block denote the shapes of the
convoluted images ((H, W, C), i.e., the number of pixels
in the height, width, and channel directions, respectively).

For the CFRP-GA590DP combination, the dimensions of the
generated images were H = 300 and W = 400, as shown
in the figure, and for the SPFC590DP-Al5052 combination,
the dimensions were H = 245 and W = 480 (accordingly,
the shape input to the generator z|c was (N, 3, 8, 512)).
In Fig. 4, only the results for CFRP-GA590DP are presented
for brevity. Inside the generator, considering the large size of
the segmentation map (300 × 400 and 240 × 480), residual
connections [19], [20] were utilized as exhibited by light blue
and dark blue blocks in Fig. 4 along with their configurations.
Residual connections are widely used for super-resolution
problems in computer vision [23]–[27] because they can
deepen the layer while maintaining the backpropagation gra-
dients. The residual connection adopted in the light blue
block in Fig. 4 is the one [20] used in pix2pixHD [24] and
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FIGURE 5. Results of the case study. We tested three objective functions (row) and two last activation
functions of the generator (column). Tested sheet combination was the CFRP-GA590DP and punch force
was 55 kN.

super-resolution GAN [23]. It is composed of two convolu-
tional layers and batch normalization layers [28]. It is worth
noting that we also tested instance normalization [29] instead
of batch normalization, which is adopted in pix2pixHD.How-
ever, we could not improve generation quality. The dark blue
residual block in Fig. 4 comprises transposed convolutional
layers, which upscale the input image. For an intermediate
nonlinear activation of both blocks, a rectified linear unit
(ReLU) [30] function was used.

The light and dark gray blocks used in the discriminator
constitute a convolution–batch normalization–leaky ReLU
(max(0.2x, x)) [31] layer and a single convolutional layer,
respectively, following the well-known discriminator struc-
ture [32], [33].

Based on the results of previous studies [23], [33], [34]
stating that adding a conventional loss function to the GAN
loss highly improved the generation quality, we conducted
a case study for the objective function, considering the data
type as the segmentationmap. Accordingly, the last activation
function of the generator was also included in the case study
and its results are shown in Fig. 5. As observed in the figure,
for the traditional loss function, the L1 cost and cross-entropy
error (CEE) were tested (L2 was excluded from the case
study as it produces a blurrier image than L1 [33]). The
generator minimized the added cost function and deceived
the discriminator. For the last activation function, hyperbolic
tangent (tanh) [32] and softmax were tested. For the GAN
loss, we used the least-squares GAN loss (LSGAN; [35]) as
it has higher stability than the traditional GAN:

min
D
VD =

1
2
Ex,c[(D(x, c)− 1)2]+

1
2
Ec,z[(D(G(c, z), c))2],

(1)

min
G
VG =

1
2
Ec,z[(D(G(c, z), c)− 1)2]+ λL(G), (2)

L(G) = LL1(G) = Ex,c,z[‖x − G(c, z)‖1]or
L(G) = Lcross entropy(G) = Ex,c,z[−x lnG(c, z)], (3)

where VD and VG denote the objective functions for the
discriminator and generator, respectively, and L(G) is the to-
be-added conventional cost function (L1 or CEE). Further
details of the GAN loss can be obtained from [17], [18]
and LSGAN papers [35]. As shown in Fig. 5, without the
extra loss (i.e. only GAN loss), the generation quality is poor
and the generator fails to learn the right mapping between
the input (c, z) space and ground truth. When checking
the generated images in every epoch with a loss profile,
we could confirm that the initial training of the generator
was not properly performed; thus, all the training iterations
were substantially unstable. However, when trained with the
L1 loss (second column in Fig. 5), the generator produced
considerably better results, and the last activation of the
softmax layer showed much better quality than that of tanh
(sharper edges without blurring; mIOU = 92.7%), which
actually is an obvious result as the data type was the seg-
mentation map (0 or 1 is allocated in each material class).
With the CEE (third column in Fig. 5), the generation result
with the softmax layer was significantly better (mIOU =
92.8%) than that with the tanh layer, which showed under-
developed generation. In summary, adding the conventional
loss function to the GAN cost largely contributed toward
initiating the generator training; further, given the type of
ground truth (segmentation map), using the softmax layer as
the last activation function of the generator proved effective.
Moreover, both GAN + L1 and GAN + CEE satisfactorily
worked; however, GAN + CEE was adopted in this study,
as it showed slightly higher accuracy with clearer material
boundaries.

C. TRAINING DETAILS
The material segmentation model was trained on dual
TITAN RTX GPUs. Among 41 pairs of [OM, segmenta-
tion] data (27 pairs for CFRP-GA590DP and 14 pairs for
SPFC590DP-Al5052), 7, 7, and 27 pairs were used for model
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FIGURE 6. Schematic for the image segmentation.

FIGURE 7. mIOU-epoch profile for the training (black) and validation
(blue) sets (DeepLabv3+).

FIGURE 8. Material segmentation results for the first test set. OM inputs,
their ground truths, prediction results, and channel-by-channel
segmentation results for three material classes are shown in each column
from left to right (the background class is omitted).

validation, testing, and training, respectively (randomly cho-
sen). Both the CFRP-GA590DP and SPFC590DP-Al5052
sheet combinations were included in the training dataset to
allow the AI model to segment the OM images regardless

FIGURE 9. Material segmentation results for the second test set. OM
inputs, their ground truths, prediction results, and channel-by-channel
segmentation results for three material classes are shown in each column
from left to right (the background class is omitted).

FIGURE 10. Material segmentation results for the third test set.
OM inputs, their ground truths, prediction results, and
channel-by-channel segmentation results for three material classes are
shown in each column from left to right (the background class is omitted).

of the material types. The training data were augmented
to 5400 (27 × 200) in every epoch by applying ran-
dom cropping, random scaling, and random flipping of the
images. The model was trained according to the training
protocol of DeepLabv3+, which was a polynomial learning
rate policy where the initial learning rate was decayed by
(1 – iteration/iterationmax)power (power was set to 0.9). Two
training sessions were conducted successively. In the first
100 epochs, the initial learning rate was 0.001 with a batch
size of 15 and an output stride of 16; in the next 100 epochs,
the initial learning rate was 0.0001 with a batch size of five
and an output stride of eight. The L2 weight decay coefficient
was 10−7. We trained themodel from the scratch (no pretrain-
ing) and the parameters in the batch norm layers were not
frozen even when the output stride was eight. As measures
of segmentation performance, the intersection-over-union
(IOU) and pixel accuracy (PA) were calculated [36].
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TABLE 2. IOU and PA accuracies (%) for the three test sets according to class.

In Fig. 6, a schematic showing image segmentation is
presented. The blue square is the predicted segmentation area
(Ap) and the orange square is the ground truth area (At ).
Note that the area encompassing the predicted values was
segregated into ‘‘positive’’ and ‘‘negative’’; the area encom-
passing the correct predictions was marked as ‘‘true’’ and
that encompassing the incorrect predictions was marked as
‘‘false’’. From the figure, IOU and PA were calculated as

IOU =
tp

tp+ fp+ fn
=
Ap ∩ At
Ap ∪ At

, (4)

PA =
tp+ tn

tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
. (5)

The PA is defined as the number of correctly classified pixels
over the total number of pixels. The IOUs and PAs of all
classes (four classes exist in SPR, namely rivet, upper sheet,
lower sheet, and background) were averaged (namely mIOU
and mPA, respectively; ‘m’ denotes mean) and used for mea-
suring material segmentation performance.

In Fig. 7, the mIOU-epoch curves for the training (black
line) and validation datasets (blue line) are presented for the
two successive training sessions (output stride= 16 in epochs
0–99 and 8 in epochs 100–199). The validation accuracy
reached the maximum at epoch 157 (98.35%), so the model
parameters at this epoch were used for testing the model (i.e.
the model was validated at epoch 157). In the test phase,
three types of test sets comprising center-cropped CFRP-
GA590DP OM images of 300 × 400 pixels (test set 1),
full-scale CFRP-GA590DP OM images of 480 × 640 pixels
(test set 2), and SPFC590DP-Al5052 OM images of
300 × 400 pixels (test set 3) were used. Test set 2 (full-scale)
was introduced to simply confirm the general performance
of the segmentation model, and the material segmentation
results for test sets 1 (center-cropped) and three were the
data to be used in the next cross-section predictive model.

This was because, in the case of CFRP-GA590DP, there was
no problem in measuring the head height even if only the
center was predicted, as there was no flection at both ends.
However, in the case of SPFC590DP-Al5052, the flection at
both ends was large so the predictions had to be made till this
area (see Figs. 9 and 10). The test results are presented as the
segmentation results in Section IV-A.

The cross-section predictive model (scalar-to-seg genera-
tor) was trained on dual GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. The height and
width of the convolutional weights were 4, and they were ini-
tialized from the Gaussian distribution with a standard devia-
tion of 0.02 [32]. The training data were augmented through
weak image transformation (× 50) and flipping the images to
the left and right (× 2). The learning rate and lambda of the
L2 weight decay were 3.162 × 10−7 and 10−6, respectively,
which were identified using Bayesian optimization [37], [38].
The batch size was 12 and the lambda in the generator objec-
tive was 100. For the CFRP-GA590DP combination, one test
force was fixed, and the remaining eight punch forces were
used for training. This process was repeated for all punch
forces (29, 34, 39, 44, 49.8, 55, 60, 65, and 70 kN). Thus,
training was performed over nine sessions. (The model was
considered validated if all nine trained models made accurate
predictions.) For the SPFC590DP-Al5052 sheets, all the data
were divided into training, validation, and test sets, and four
training sessions were performed as follows: a) using 40 kN
as the validation set and 34 kN as the test set; b) 34 kN as
the validation set and 40 kN as the test set; c) 43 kN as the
validation set and 37 kN as the test set; d) 37 kN as the
validation set and 43 kN as the test set. In each session,
the remaining forces were used for training. In the testing
phase, after completion of training, three fixed latent vari-
ables were input with the punch force so that three predictions
were obtained. Adam [39] was adopted as the optimizer in
both the segmentation and predictive deep-learning models.
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FIGURE 11. Prediction results (three columns on the left) and ground truths (three columns on the right) for the
CFRP-GA590DP are presented for each punch force. The three columns of the prediction results represent three
different generations from the scalar-to-seg generator according to three latent variables (z1, z2, z3) marked at the
bottom-right corner in each image. The three columns of the ground truths represent three repetitions of the SPR
experiment and the repetition numbers (1, 2, 3) are mentioned at the bottom-right corner in each image. A scale bar is
shown in the panel depicting the prediction for the punch force of 29 kN (z1).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. MATERIAL SEGMENTATION RESULT
Figs. 8, 9, and 10 present the material segmentation results
for the three test sets. Each row in the figures corresponds to
the OM inputs with punch forces of 44, 55, 65, and 70 kN for
CFRP-GA590DP (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) and 34, 40, and 43 kN for
SPFC590DP-Al5052 (Fig. 10). The OM inputs, their ground
truths (which were manually segmented by the authors), and
AI prediction results are presented in the first, second, and
third columns, respectively, and the last three columns are the
segmentation images separated by channel (rivet, top sheet,

and bottom sheet classes), comprising the ground truths (top)
and the predictions (bottom). The prediction accuracies indi-
cated by mIOU and mPA are displayed at the bottom-right
corner in each prediction map.

The figures indicate the successful performance of mate-
rial segmentation in all the test sets. The accuracy reached
98–99%, which implies that the trained AI practically
segmented the OM image in the same way as humans.
Table 2 lists the IOU and PA accuracies for the three test
sets according to class. The mean accuracy values for all
classes and test sets were calculated as mIOU = 98.50% and
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FIGURE 12. Prediction results (three columns on the left) and ground truths (two columns on the right) for SPFC590DP-Al5052 are presented
for each punch force. The three columns of the prediction results represent three different generations from the scalar-to-seg generator
according to three latent variables (z1, z2, z3) mentioned at the bottom-right corner in each image. The two columns of the ground truths
represent two repetitions of the SPR experiment and the repetition numbers (1, 2) are mentioned at the bottom-right corner in each image.
A scale bar is shown in the panel depicting the prediction for a punch force of 34 kN (z1).

mPA = 99.78%. Moreover, as observed in Table 2, the mPAs
for the three test sets are 99.75%, 99.83%, and 99.78%, which
means that only 300 (0.25%), 522 (0.17%), and 264 (0.22%)
pixels, respectively, were misclassified for the test sets when
compared with the human segmentation results. These errors
mostly originated from the ambiguity at the object bound-
aries, where the boundary itself contained multiple pixels
instead of just one. For this reason, the PASCAL Visual
Object Classes challenge [36] has the rule of discounting the
border area of five pixels and regarding them as ‘void’ in the
data to exclude the ambiguity when measuring the accuracies
of the deep-learning models. This rule was not followed in
this study because some interlock areas in theOM imagewere
only a few pixels wide.

Furthermore, when trained with only CFRP-GA590DP
data (excluding SPFC590DP-Al5052 data), similar levels
of testing accuracies could be reached using approximately
two-thirds of the training epochs (mIOU= 98.49% and mPA
= 99.77% when trained with an output stride of 16 for the
first 50 epochs and eight for the next 50 epochs). This was
an obvious result as the amount of to-be-trained information
decreased (as observed in Figs. 9 and 10, there are several
clear differences between the two sheet combinations, such as
the existence of the hole just below the rivet). When training
the model with both sheet combinations, 100 epochs were not
enough, and at least 150 epochs were required, as mentioned
in Section III-C.

After ensuring material segmentation with 98–99% accu-
racy, the training data to be used in the cross-section pre-
dictive model were safely replaced with the segmentation
map, instead of the OM image. The cross-section predictive
model can now be further trained by simply inputting new

OM images to the deep-learning segmentation model. Addi-
tionally, if other sheet combinations used in SPR are added
in the future, the trained segmentation model can easily be
trained further by restoring the parameters of the validated
model.

B. CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE PREDICTION RESULT
Figs. 11 and 12 present the predicted material segmentation
maps for each punch force in the three columns on the left
(three latent variables), and their corresponding ground truths
in the remaining columns on the right (repeated experiments).
The random latent variables (z1, z2, z3) and experiment
repetition numbers (1, 2, 3 for CFRP-GA590DP and 1, 2 for
SPFC590DP-Al5052) are mentioned at the bottom-right cor-
ner of the images. The quality of the generated (predicted)
images is high without any repeated, distorted, or blurred
areas, owing to the modified structure and objective function.
As seen in the predicted results in Fig. 11, the larger the punch
force, the more the rivet is pressed and the greater is the inter-
lock length. For a more accurate comparison with the ground
truths, three geometrical key factors of head height, interlock,
and bottom thickness weremeasured in everymap and plotted
versus the punch force in Figs. 13, 14, and 15, respectively
(empty circle and square: CFRP-GA590DP; filled circle and
square: SPFC590DP-Al5052; black: ground truth; red: pre-
diction). For each segmentation image, the three parameters
weremeasured twice (on the left and right) and then averaged.
As shown in Figs. 11 through 15, although slightly different
cross-sections are generated under each punch force accord-
ing to the introduced latent variables, the three important
geometrical factors are properlymapped from the input punch
force. Therefore, the generator was trained at a semantic
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FIGURE 13. Head height measurements obtained from the AI predictions
(red) and ground truths (black) according to the punch force
(CFRP-GA590DP: left y–bottom x; SPFC590DP-Al5052: left y–top x).

FIGURE 14. Interlock length measurements obtained from AI predictions
(red) and ground truths (black) according to the punch force
(CFRP-GA590DP: left y–bottom x; SPFC590DP-Al5052: right y–top x).

level by spontaneously grasping the relationship between the
input punch forces and cross-sectional shapes, as the training
proceeded. However, for the interlock length in SPFC590DP-
Al5052 at 34–43 kN (see Fig. 14), the ground truth shows less
tendency and so was the prediction result.

Tables 3 (for CFRP-GA590DP) and 4 (for SPFC590DP-
Al5052) present the accuracies for the head height, interlock,
length, and bottom thickness for each punch force. For the
CFRP-GA590DP combination, the averaged accuracy across
the punch forces for the head height, interlock length, and bot-
tom thickness are 95.66%, 90.78%, and 96.16%, respectively,
and for the SPFC590DP-Al5052 combination, the accuracies
are 92.76%, 97.55%, and 98.60%, respectively.

For more intuitive comparison, Fig. 16(a) shows
the AI-predicted CFRP-GA590DP cross-sectional shapes

FIGURE 15. Results of the bottom thickness measurement from the AI
prediction results (red) and the ground truths (black), according to the
punch force (CFRP-GA590DP: left y–bottom x ; SPFC590DP-Al5052: right
y–top x).

TABLE 3. Calculated accuracies of the head height, interlock, and bottom
thickness according to the punch force for the CFRP-GA590DP sheets.

TABLE 4. Calculated accuracies of the head height, interlock, and bottom
thickness according to the test punch force for the
SPFC590DP-Al5052 sheets.

(left half) and the OM images obtained from the SPR
experiments (right half) involving different punch forces
(29, 39, 55, and 70 kN) alongside the measurement data.
(Fig. 16(b): SPFC590DP-Al5052 for punch forces of 34, 40,
and 43 kN) As seen, the region of each material segment
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FIGURE 16. Comparison between AI-predicted results (left half) and OM images obtained experimentally (right half). (a) The punch forces used for
CFRP-GA590DP were 29, 39, 55, and 70 kN. (b) The punch forces used for SPFC590DP-Al5052 were 34, 40, and 43 kN. These forces were applied in the
experiments and provided as inputs to the deep-learning model as scalar values. The head height, interlock length, and bottom thickness are
indicated in each figure.

in the AI-predicted results is almost identical to that of the
OM images. The presented results suggest that the deep-
learning architecture can be extremely useful in predicting
the deformed cross-sectional shape in the SPR process.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We conducted a study for predicting the cross-sectional
shapes in SPR of CFRP and GA590DP steel sheets and
SPFC590DP and Al5052 sheets by applying state-of-the-art
deep-learning algorithms. Two deep-learning architectures
were trained for data characterization and prediction. The
major findings can be summarized as follows:

- To characterize the cross-sectional shapes of the
self-pierced specimens, the OM images obtained from
the SPR experiment were segmented material by mate-
rial by employing a CNN-based deep-learning architecture.
We obtained mIOU and mPA values of 98.50% and 99.78%,
respectively.

- Using the scalar punch force, the cross-sectional shape
was predicted by a generative model based on CNN and
cGAN architectures with residual blocks (scalar-to-seg gen-
erator). The cost function was modified considering the type
of the ground truth (segmentation map). The proposed gener-
ator can produce segmentation images of considerably better
quality.

- The accuracies of the cross-sectional shape predictions
of the major geometrical factors in SPR, namely, the rivet
head height, interlock length, and bottom thickness, were
95.66%, 90.78%, and 96.16%, respectively (mean 94.20%)

for CFRP-GA590DP, and 92.76%, 97.55%, and 98.60%
(mean 96.31%) for SPFC590DP-Al5052, respectively.
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